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Micro Sprite LED Ocean Blue (SA0210)  
 

LED wheels front and rear give the classic
Micro Scooter that little extra. The
compact size and light weight guarantee
easy handling and effortless carrying.
Suitable for children or adults up to 100kg.

 CHF 129.00  
      

      

Without many extras and yet in the usual Micro quality, this is the Micro Scooter Sprite with LED wheels.
Due to its compact size, it is a real lightweight and therefore also for children or beginners the ideal
Micro Scooter. Its lightness pays off not only when carrying the scooter, but also ensures easy handling
when driving. This maneuverable aluminum scooter has already been a classic for years - on the way to
school, but also for commuting.

LED wheels front and rear
This scooter has a device for the carrying strap
Multi-mount clip - the multi-mount clip ensures easy attachment of the handles during carrying
Plastic handlebar guide - thanks to special handlebar guide made of plastic, it is possible to
adjust the handlebar easily and smoothly without the aluminum rubbing against each other and
seizing up
Anodized color - thanks to the anodized color, the micro is better protected from scratches and
other paint damage
Practical folding mechanism - patented folding mechanism for the best possible safety
High-end wheels - wheels made of PU for a distinctive driving experience
Innovative kick stand - innovative kick stand - can be folded away to the front and back - for
effortless parking of the scooter.

Ideal for: City & commuting, sports & leisure, shopping & outings, going to school
Age: 5 years+, 10 years+, teenagers
Dimensions folded: 66x38x21 cm
Weight: 2.85 kg
Handlebar height: 63-95 cm
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Foldable handlebar: Yes
Height adjustable handlebar: Yes
Tire size: 120/100 mm
Tire material: Tire made of PU
Footboard width: 10 cm
Footboard length: 35 cm
Footboard material: Aluminum, Non-slip sandpaper coating
Max. Load: 100 kg
Mudguard: No
Stand: Yes
Strap holder: Yes
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